
It surprises some visitors that Lincoln Castle  

has a prison inside the castle walls. However,  

it is an ideal place to build a prison as the  

strong castle walls made it difficult for  

prisoners to escape. The Georgian prison was  

built in 1787 and housed people who had  

borrowed money from others and couldn’t afford  

to pay it back. Debtors worked in the prison until their 

debt was repaid. The Georgian prison now houses our gift 

shop and the lovely Langtons café. 

 

The Victorian Prison was built in 1848 and was 

     designed as a separate system prison for 

         felons. The separate system involved 

           locking prisoners in individual cells. Some 

            Victorians believed being a criminal was 

            like a disease that could spread. They 

           hoped that isolating prisoners would make 

         them repent and reform. 

              Of course, the prison staff had no idea about 

         what a negative impact long term isolation could 

  have on a prisoner’s mental health. There were 

separate male and female wings and exercise yards. There were usually 

about 12 female and up to 32 male inmates at any one time. Often there 

were too many prisoners to follow the separate system to its full extent. 
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Leisure Time…... 
When the prisoners weren’t doing their 

chores they were either sleeping, eating or 

attending chapel. However some prisoners 

did manage to squeeze a little bit of fun into 

their day, when the Governor wasn’t 

watching! The prisoners would sometimes 

play board and card games. Card games 

such as Old Maid became popular in the 

Victorian period. 

Who ran the prison? 
    The person in charge of the prison was the Governor. 

       Below the Governor were the Head Warden and 

          Matron who were responsible for the male and 

            female sides of the prison respectively. They 

             each had a team of wardens and wardresses to 

              help them look after the prisoners.  

              These staff members had to have permission to 

             leave the site.  They were often unmarried and 

            didn’t see their family very often. The prison staff 

          would oversee the prisoners whilst they did their 

        chores. Prisoner’s chores included cooking, cleaning, 

            washing laundry, painting the prison, oakum 

               picking and mending clothes. 

 



How to play Old Maid 
 

Players: 2 to 8 people 

Object: To not be holding the "Old Maid" card at the end. 

 

• Remove one queen from the deck. Deal out all of the cards. 

• Players examine their cards looking for matching pairs. Lay each 

matching pair on the table face up. If a player has three cards of the 

same value (like three jacks), they can only put down two of them as a 

pair. They have to keep the third one in their hand. If they have four of 

the same kind, they can put all four of them down because they form two 

pairs. 

• Players shuffle their remaining cards.  

• Players then take it in turns to hold their cards out to the player on their 

left, so that the other player can only see the backs of the cards. The 

player on the left chooses one card from that person's hand and adds it 

to their hand. If the player who just chose a card can make another pair 

then they lay the new pair down next to the others. Then, they shuffle 

their own hand and offer it to the next player. 

• Players continue to choose cards from each other's hands until only one 

person is left holding the last unmatched queen, which is the "Old Maid." 

           The person who is left holding the 

           "Old Maid" loses the game. 

                 Everyone else is a winner! 



John Merryweather’s Observatory tower – sounds like a place 

      from a Harry Potter book right? Wrong! John Merryweather 

          was governor of Lincoln Castle Prison between 1799 and 

             1830. Naughty Merryweather used some of the Prison’s 

                money to build himself a tower from which he could 

                  pursue his hobby of astronomy. Astronomy is the study 

                    of stars and planets. Merryweather would take a 

                    telescope to the top of the tower to look at the night 

                     sky. Over 100 years later, in World War II, the 

                     observatory tower was used as a look out point to 

                     spot bombing aircraft and protect the city. Visitors 

                    can still climb the stairs to the top of the tower 

                   today. The views are beautiful! 

       William Clarke was a poacher who got caught hunting animals on 

private land by a game keeper. In the struggle William accidentally shot 

the game keeper in the leg. Unfortunately, the game keeper’s wound got 

infected and he died soon after. This meant William was accused  

of manslaughter and he was hanged for his crime on top of  

Cobb Hall. William Clarke’s dog did not know where his  

owner had gone and so waited for him outside the pub  

he used to drink at. When the dog died the pub land- 

lord had it stuffed and put it on display in the bar. The  

dog was gifted to Lincoln Castle a few years ago and can  

be seen in the male wing of the prison. 

 

Tales from Behind Bars 


